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Flinders University Archaeology Society
Message from the chair;

Principal Editors

Well here it is, the third, final
and most voluminous edition of
Dig It for 1997. Its pages, packed
as they are with archaeological
intrigue reflect the many
activities in which the Society
has been involved throughout
the year.

Paul Rapita
Mathew Rice

While the Society has continued
to hold the more traditional
events such as B.B.Q.s, field
trips and dinners, we have also
been driven by the desire to
make the Society bigger, better
and more inviting to students
and staff. To achieve this end it
was decided that a tri annual
Newsletter was needed to market
the Society
and
provide
valuable information and gossip
to its members. The first edition
of Dig It, proved to be extremely
successful at achieving this goal
with copies quickly being
snapped up. (Recent reports
suggest that the first edition of
Dig It is now · considered an
endangered species!).. The
second issue of Dig It was
released in A~gust. The demand
for this edition exceeded all
expectations and additional
copies were required to appease
the masses! Of course none of this
would have been possible
without the dedication of the
Societies many members and I
would like to thank all those who
generously donated their time
and expertise either
in the
writing of articles or in the
general production of Dig It.
Lastly I would like to thank Sue
Booth, Marilyn Graham and Phil
Weeks from Clubs and Societies
for all their help during the year
and just for putting up with us.
There is no doubt 1997 has been
a great year for the Society, and
it has been a pleasure to work
with such an ambitious team of
people. See you all in the
Tavern!
Mathew Rice

Editing crew
Paul Rapita
Mathew Rice
Chris Langeluddecke
Katrina Stankowski
Julie Ford
Simone Dalgairnf
Peter Birt
Vincent Megaw
Claire Smith
Mark Staniforth
Donald Pate
Photographs: Cover End of
Year B.B.Q, Coorong July 1997,
Nick Nelson, Bruny Island,
Kangaroo Island 1997
Photographers; Everyone

Contributions:
Paul Rapita
Vincent Megaw
Claire Smith
Chris Langeluddecke
Katrina Stankowski
David Bartholomeusz
Nathan Richards

The views expressed in Dig It do not
necessarily reflect those of the
Editors or the Flinders University
Archaeologr; Societt;. Permission for
the use of extracts from other
publications has either been granted
or an attempt made to contact the
original publisher and/or author(s).
Should there have been any
involuntary infringement of
copyright the Editors would grateful
if this were to be brought to their
attention.

Editorial address:

Campus organisation has
matured, as have the committee
members at its helm . Efforts to
accomplish what has been
achieved, while driven by a
small handful has been largely
supported by the broader
members of the Society, without
whose support, very little would
have been possible. Since the
Society's inception some four
years ago, there have been
regular newsletters, however
1997 saw the development of a
new format (an example of which
is currently within your palms)
for Dig It and I hope that the
momentum behind last year's
publications is maintained. The
Clubs and Societies Office
(undercroft, beneath the Tavern)
has a number of resources
available, including computers,
scanners and photocopies, which
are accessible to everyone who
wishes to get involved in the
production of future editions of
Dig it, to make full use of these
facilities. Additional resources
include the internet, where the
Dig It E-mail address can be
reached. It takes considerable
tenacity and determination to
produce a newsletter, and
requires
broad
level
communication, and the ability to
hound people ruthlessly. Not to
be deterred, the contacts, the
skills and experience acquired
have made it very rewarding.
Thanks
to
all
previous
contributions.
Paul Rapita

1997 Archaeology
Society Committee
President::

Archaeology Society Basket,
Cultural Studies Office, Flinders
University or Pigeon Hole 4
Clubs and Societies
Email dig.it.it@mailexcite.com

Mathew Rice

Editorial

Treasurer:

The onset of 1997 witnessed the
ascension of an ambitious
committee to the Archaeology
Society, and having reflected
upon what was achieved
throughout the year, I feel that
the Archaeology Society as a
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Vice President: :
Paul Rapita
Jacob Hahner

Secretary:
Amy Roberts

Clubs and Societies
Representative :
Cheryl Tregarthen

Winners

The Digger's PlateThe annual Archaeology vs
Palaeontology Cricket
match

Losers

The inaugural Digger's Plate inter.
society Cricket match was played on
the University Cricket Grounds
between
the
much
pouted
Palaeontology Society and the eager
beav.ers from the Archaeology
Society, on Sunday morning, in the
middle of October 1997.
Conditions were sensational on the
day, fine and warm with a light breeze,
from the south.
The Archaeology Society fielded a
confident but down on practice team,
captained by Tim Anson, looking
absolutely marvellous in all the
equipage that 90's cricket could offer
an aspiring wicket keeper.
F. U. A. S won the toss and chose to
bat first. Our strategy was a simple one
- get our members to the pitch, before
the beer got to them. Apparently
batting is much harder under the
influence than fielding . Hang overs of
course constituted an area that we had
no measure of, rarely expressed but
implied by grunts and groans; and
there were many of those.
Howz That ? Phil opened our
batting line up with Jacob, and quickly
discovered the pitch was a little damp,
making it very difficult to read . Phil
scored a whopping 18 runs before
being bowled out, outlasting Jacob
who was bowled for a duck. Dave Mott
was caught out with 6 runs under the
belt (probably the same in beers!).
Captain Tim added another 16 runs
before being bowled out. F.U. A.S
managed something like 11 fours and
a six which found its way on to the
intersection of South and Sturt Roads ,
holding up play for nearly ten minutes.
After 30 overs and much cheering
from the hill , F.U.A.S set the target of
115 runs for the Palaeontology
Society to chase.
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By the time the Palaeontology team
were padded up and ready to go, the
pitch had dried out transforming
(Gavin Prideaux. Captain Palaeo's)
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(Phil Czerwinski Archaeology star)
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otherwise pathetic bitumen bowlers
into test cricket
prodigies. The
F.U.A.S bowling line up included- Phil
who claimed a couple of wickets,

··~::~!and

Paul

Why the Digger's Plate, you wonder ?
Palaeontologists and Archaeologists
have very different digging habits; of
course there are different arguments
supporting each claim; and it is
common for each group to be critical of
the other's field methods. But digging
semantics aside, both archaeology
and palaeontology are very similar in
their fields of study and may, as in
Cuddie Springs, overlap .
The Digger's Plate will be on display
during '0' Week in the Plaza on
Wednesday, February 24, before it
falls into the clutches of Gavin
Prideaux
(Captain
of
the
Palaeontology team).

Vertebrate
Palaeontology PostGraduate Student
Conference Naracoorte 1998.

1

The Archaeology Lineup
I. Phil Czerwinski
2. Jacob Habner
3. Dave Mott
4. Tim Anson

18 (bowled)
0 (bowled)
6 (caught)
16 (bowled)
5. Katherine Henderson 7 (caught)
6. Garth Masters
10 (bowled)
7. Chris Munce
34 (bowled)
8. Mathew Rice
3 (caught)
9. Chris Langeluddeke
2 (bowled)
10. Sally May ·
0 (stumped)

II. Nathan Richards

I

Despite our determined and
persistent efforts the Palaeo's
achieved our run score with one over
remaining in the game and 2 wickets
still in hand. There was some criticism
relating to umpiring decisions as
umpires were substituted from the
batting teams. Perhaps in the future,
given more time to organise the next
game, Umpires for the day should be
elected from both teams and declared
before the onset of the game, and
should not be part of the team. But
that's for 1998.

Ar chaeology
lineup

bowling

David Mott
Phil Czerwinski

Jacob Habner
Paul Rapita
Mathew Rice
Katherine Henderson
Garth Masters
Chris Munce

There was an interesting comment
made about a "Boys Club", when it
came to the Digger's Plate, which is
not how we feel about it and we
seriously encourage more people to
become a part of the action .
Hopefully, we'll be better prepared in
1998, and wrench the Digger's Plate
from the Palaeontologists Biology
Office (where it is to temporarily reside)
to hang it in the Archaeology Office in
1999.

I

From the 15th to the
18th of April, the world
heritage Naracoorte Caves
conservation park will be the
venue for a conference on the
subject
of
vertebrate
palaeontology. Although the
conference is designed for
post-graduate students in vert.
paleo. and associated fields
such
as
arch.aeology,
geosciences and dating, any
interested
undergrads,
supervisors and professionals
are invited to attend . The
seminars will be held in one of
the large "show" caves,
Blanche cave, and the
conference will provide an
excellent chance to meet
students from a wide range of
fields, swap information and
compare notes, and to meet
professional researchers and
hear about their work.
Registration costs for
the conference range from
$100 for a full package that
includes all meals (excluding
the end of conference dinner),
camping fees, morning and
afternoon teas and registration
for four days . Alternativley,
there is a non-package
registration fee of $20 ($40 for
non-students) that includes
morning and afternoon teas,
while camping at the caves will
be provided at a special rate of
$2 per night. Research papers
on any topic relating to
vertebrate palaeontology are
welcome, and all submissions
for abstracts of presentations
and payments of registration
are due by the 6th of March.

i
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Digger's Plate '98
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For further information
on any aspect of the
conference, contact Liz Reed
in the School of Biological
Sciences at Flinders . Her
Email is liz.reed @flinders.edu
.au, and you can phone her at
the uni on 8201 2630 .

Inaugural

NATIONAL ARCHAEOLOGY
STUDENTS' CONFERENCE
Australian National University
1-3 October 1998
CALL FOR PAPERS
The Graduate Program in Archaeology and Palaeoanthropology would like to invite
all students of Archaeology to attend and participate in the Inaugural National

Archaeology Students' Conference.
The aim of the conference is to provide a biennial forum for archaeology students to
present papers or posters, meet, exchange ideas, find out about fieldwork and
employment opportunities and to become enthused and excited about
archaeological research.
All students (undergraduate, Honours, Graduate Diploma, M. Litt. MA, and PhD)
are invited to present a paper or poster on any archaeological topic. You can be a
current student or someone who has graduated in the last two years.
We want to hear from Students with - work in progress, research proposals, new
methods, computer applications, amazing and revolutionary new ideas, wild and
wooly theories, fantastic finds; Students who work in Australia, New Zealand,
the Pacific, Papua New Guinea, The Near East, Europe, South America, Asia;
Students who work on biological anthropology, genetics, art and material culture,
environmental
archaeology,
pottery,
glass,
theory,
stone . artefacts,
ethnoarchaeology; settlements, heritage, language, cemetaries, palaeopathology,
community archaeology ANYTHING!
This conference is supported by the Department of Archaeology and Anthroplogy,
the Graduate Program in Archaeology and Palaeoanthropology and the Graduate
School, The Australian National University.

250 word abstracts should be received by
1 May 1998
Inquiries and/or abstracts should be directed to:
Kathy Callen
or:
Dr. Annie Clarke
email: Kathy.Callen@anu.edu.au
email: Annie.Clarke@anu.edu.m
Phone: (02) 6249 4350
Phone: (02) 6249 8246
Department of Archaeology and Anthropology
Australian National University
A.C.T. 0200

AUSTRALIA
Fax: (02) 6249 2711

THE AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

Kelly and Lucas Whaling station excavation.
Bruny Island, Tasmania 28th November -20th
December 1997
whaling stations
(operating between
excavation
1829 and 1841) was
over
three
in operation , the
weeks ( 9 hours
F 1 i n d e r s
a day, 7 days
University 'crack'
a week!) will
dive team made
undoubtedly
s t a r t 1 i n g
p
r o v e
u n d e r w a t e r
invaluable
discoveries (well
for the team
one actually) . The
of Flinders
remains of a tnostly
University
intact whale skull
students who
and other related
attended this
remains
were
dig. Students
located .
The
included
Tim and friends on dig site
artefacts found on
C h e r r i e
land proved to be
DeLeiuen, Nick Nelson and Nathan Richards
large in number and also
who were lead by
surprising. Delicate
lecturers
Mark
objects such as, fine
Staniforth and Tim
Chinese
export
Anson.
porcelains, beautiful
ornate military buttons
The excavation
and sherry glasses in
was
the
first
s om e r e s p e c t s, have
component of the new
raised
questions
National
AWSANZ
concerning previous
project
(the
assumptions about the
.;z.;
Archaeology
of
individuals who were
Jh
Whaling in Southern
engaged
in whaling.
Wlulle skull in 8 metres of
Australia and New
The
team were
water, 85 metres offshore
Zealand) which was a
received with much
joint venture of La Trobe University
hospitality from the Bruny Islanders,
and Flinders University . The directors
who besides showing much interest in
on site were Dr
the many guided
Susan Lawrence
tours that were
from La Trobe
carried out, and
and our own
kindly donated,
M
a
r
k
to all members of
Staniforth .
the crew three
dozen gargantuan
Tasmanian oysters
(and other local
W hi 1 e
p r o d u c e ) ,
the excavation
comparatively
of
the
cheap booze and,
terrestrial
most importantly,
archaeological
honorary liferemains of one
membership to the
of the earliest
Bruny
Island
and longest run
bowls club.
Australian
Whaling refuse site
Nathan Richards.
shore- based
1rhe hard experience of intensive
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AntiDiscrimination
Under Threat
Prime Minister John Howard is
proposing new laws based on the
"Ten Point Plan", which will allow
extinguishment of much of what
remains of native title in Australia.

The New Laws Are
Racially Discriminatory
In 1975, the Australian Government
passed the Racial Discrimination
Act, making it unlawful to
discriminate on the basis race,
colour, descent or national or ethnic
origin.
Passing laws which extinguish
native title will detrimentally affect
the property rights of only one
group of Australians - Aboriginal and
Torres Strait people. For this
reason, the new laws will be in direct
conflict
with the Racial
Discrimination Act.
The gradual abolition of the
indigenous "right to negotiate" is
also racially discriminatory, because
the survival of indigenous culture
depends on traditional access to
lands.

All Australians Will Lose
Because
the Government's
proposed new native title laws are
racially discriminating they are likely
to result in greatly reduced
protection for all Australians and
may cause the collapse of the entire
Racial Discrimination Act, due to
Constitutional problems.
In addition, if Australia passes these
laws, it is likely to be in breach of its
international obligations under
United Nations Treaties and will be
strongly criticised.

Courtesy Hendrik Hinze

What Native Title Means
Native Title was recognised by
Australian courts in the 1992 High
Court judgment in Mabo. Native
Title reflects the close relationship
between our indigenous people
and the land and waters which they
are responsible for under their
customs and traditions. It is not easy
to define in European terms at least,
but we do know that native title has
existed for a long time under
traditional law.
The actual right which native title
gives will vary from place to place,
depending mainly on how the land
was used traditionally. Native title
includes these rights.
to live on or travel over land;
to hunt, fish and collect food;
to collect items, such as ochre,
timber, shell, resin and the like;
to conduct ceremonies; and to
decide who may come on to
the land.

7

About Howard's Wik
Legislation
Facts
1. Cutting back Wik
In December 1996, the High Court's
Wik decision held that pastoralists'
rights and native title rights could coexist on the same land, although
native title rights would have to yield
to the rights of pastoralists to the
extent of any inconsistency.

Pastoral Leases Safe
under the Wik Case
Native title no longer exists in most
urban and farming areas, because
successive Governments have
extinguished it - through selling or
giving the land to others. Native title
rights still exist on much Crown land,
National parks and other public land,
where the traditional owners have
maintained
their cultural and
religious connections.
The High Court in the 1996 Wik
case held that native title may still
exist on the 42% of Australia which
is subject to pastoral leases. The
rights of pastoralists to graze cattle
or sheep, fence their land, build
dams and so on can exist side by

side with native title rights - in other
words, the two can "co-exist" on
the same land. The Court also said
that , where any inconsistency
arises , the pastoralists' rights will
prevail over the rights of the
traditional owner. Despite this the
Government intends to extinguish
most native title on pastoral
leasehold land.
The Government responded by
releasing its "10 Point Plan", with
sweeping cut backs to native title,
especially on pastoral leases. Draft
legislation incorporating the 10
Point Plan has now been released,
containing more curtailments of
native title.

2. Outright Extinguishment

.
·~

Native title will be extinguished
forever on many types of land which
are essentially public land - public
works, land grants from one
government to another or to a
statutory authority and land subject
to community purposes leases even where there is minimal or no
conflict between the public uses
and native title uses.

3. Partial Extinguishment
Native title rights which are
inconsistent with pastoralists' rights
will be extinguished on all land
which has at any time since
colonisation
been
pas to ra 11
leasehold.

4. De facto Exting uishment
Pastoralists will be permitted to
upgrade to full primary production.
Nat ive title rights which are
inconsistent with new primary
production activities - virtually all
native rights - will be extinguished
forever.

Indigenous fishing rights will be
extinguished in practice, since all
futu re grants of commercial and
other fishing rights will take
precedence.

5. Retrospective Validation
The Government will retrospectively
validate hund reds of un lawful
mining licences and leases on
pastoral land which have been
issued by State governments eager
to flout the Native Title Act.

6. Compensation Almost
Impossible To Get
Although extinguishment may be
vary rapid, Aboriginal people will still
have to prove native title before
they can be compensated, and
technical amendments will make
native title harder to prove.
The sheer expense and tech nical
barriers
imposed
by
the
Commonwealth
may
make
compensation almost impossible to
obtain in reality.

7. Gutting the "Right to
Negotiate"
The crucial "right to negotiate" over
proposed developments on native
title land will be gutted , leaving
traditional owners with negligible
ability to protect their heritage.

8. Under-cutting Rural
Develo pm ent Negotiations
The extinguishment of most native
title and the destruction of the coexistence model sketched out in
Wik will also destroy any real
incentive
for
negotiated
agreements and , with it, the
potential for regional economic
development.

9. And for what Remains
of Native Title ...
The threshold test for lodging
native title claims will be set far too
high and a too short cut off date of 6
years for claims will be introduced.
Access to land before native title
claims have been decided will be
restricted to people with current
physical access - abandoning those

8

forced off their land in the past.

10 Point Plan Getting on
your Wik?
This is certainly the case for many
Australians - Aboriginal and nonAboriginal - as the prospects on an
election based on race becomes
more of a reality in 1998.
The situation as summed up by the
outgoing Human Rights and Equal
Opportunity Commissioner, Mr
Dodson is one where "overt racism"
is being "subtly harnessed by a
government intent on the politics of
divisiveness. It is absolute idiocy to
suggest we should have an election
based on race" (AFR 17/01/98).
Since the High Court handed down
its Wik decision, the Liberal and
National Party Coalition Government
has relentlessly waged a fear
mongering anti-Wik and pro-Native
title extinguishment propaganda
campaign.
The Canadian Prime Ministe r
recently apologised to the people of
the First Nations of North America,
for the "assimilation policies"
implemented by past Canadian
Governments, thereby allowing the
reconciliation process to continue to
fruition. The same spirit of
reconciliation has been lacking in
John Howard, who cannot find it in
himself to apologise to indigenous
Australians for wrong wrought upon
them by Australian Governments in
the past and thus canning the entire
reconciliation process . John
Howard's excuse was that the
compensation costs would be too
high; after all they only received 1.8
million dollars of the last budget,
compared to the 7 billion dollars
Veteran affairs got. The Deputy
Prime Minister Mr Tim Fisher on the
other hand believes that the
reconciliation process is on hold ,
pending the outcome of the Native
Title Act. It seems in the eyes of the
National Farmers Federation, that if
your going to apologise, you might
as well apologise for the
extinguishment of native title too.
The Federal Government's failure to

be critical of the maverick views of
Pauline Hanson and Greg Campbell
in relation to indigenous Australians
is also isolating us from the rest of
the world. Recently the European
Parliament called fo r the Australian
Government not to proceed with
the Jabaluka Uranium mine, which
has been ignored; calling for EU
member states to ban imports of
Uranium from other countries where
indigenous rights were being
compromised. It was calculated
(First Peoples Atlas) that police in
Australia
arrest
1,000,000
Aborigines a year, who make up
about 1.5% of Australia's
population. Between 1991 and
1993, in WA, 6 out of every 10
juvenile offenders detained were
Aborig inal. Not so long ago,
Australia was part of an international
boycott of the apartheid regime in
South Africa. The mood of State
governments largely mimics the

Federal platforms, with the South
Australian Government failing to
empower Aboriginal communities
from actively negotiating the laws
that affect their rights to land.
Furthermore, the State Government
is still attempting to appeal the
Federal decision made by previous
Labor Government over Kumarangk
(Hindmarsh Island) and writs have
been placed on people who
provided evidence in favour of the
island being recognised as
t rad itional and sacred to the
Aboriginal people of the lower
Murray. The appeal has more to do
with commercial interests than it has
to do with Aborig inal interests.
But how does this affect indigenous
archaeology as an industry? For
one, decisions made on Hindmarsh
Island by the then Federal Minister
for Aboriginal Affairs, Mr Tickner,

were based on archaeological and
ethnological evidence. Archaeology
and ethnography also played a
central role in the Mabo vs
Queensland outcome in 1992,
where evidence of indigenous land
ownership in an unbroken
continuum was presented . In his 10
point plan , John Howard declares
that a 6 year sunset clause is set on
all indigenous land claims. This is
hardly enough time to prepare
cases that have to deal with the slow
moving bureaucracy, let alone
enough time for evidence to be
researched, documented and
presented. Should the Senate fail
to pass the 10 point plan, John
Howard has threatened a double
dissolution election, which if won by
the coalition will cause a sitting of
both houses, giving them enough
numbers to force the 10 point plan
through .
'

Paul Rapita

\~ E (;XflNGU\Sl-lM~NT ''DEBATE" FoR BECtlNNERS:

Courtesy Hendrik Hinze
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KANGAROO
ISLAND
SURVEY

were looking forward to a real
shower. After that we visited the
Kingscote Historical Museum where
the guide took us up into the old
lighthouse , which had been
restored and placed there . After
this it was on to the pub for
several hours , then to the Ozone
Hotel for a great meal.

Our trip to Kangaroo Island
began with an early meeting in car
park four with Mark Staniforth,
Chris Langeluddecke, Amy Roberts,
Julie Ford, Peter Birt, Cassandra
Phillipou and Nick Nelson. With
some inspired packing of luggage
and equipment we began our trip.
After an uneventful journey across
the backstairs passage, where we
all heard about the exploits of the
Eyre Peninsula troupe, we arrived
on K.I. ready to start the survey.
Most of day one was spent
inspecting proposed campsites and
known
whaling
sites .
We
eventually settled at a little spot
about 5 Km from Point Tinline.

On Friday the scheduled
Vivonne Bay walking survey took
place in 40 degree heat and then it
was on to Seal Bay where we ate
lunch, much to the amazement of
the 50 tourists there (who
proceeded to take many photos of
the very hot, dirty and tired
archaeologists lying down and
eating in the middle of the visitors
centre) . As it was too hot to
continue, we went back into
Kingscote and spent the rest of
the day by the local pool and at
the pub. That night when it had
cooled some of us went looking for
a well site supposedly located near
our camp (we didn't find it).

The next few days were
spent
mapping,
drawing,
photographing and walking surveys
around the camp and Point Tinline,
where the remains of several
whaling outposts were located (we
did our best to avoid the snakes
but Mark was -not entirely
successful at this) . Many excellent
examples of bone, clay pipes, glass,
ceramic and brick were discovered
and mapped, especially near our
camp site.

The following
day we
adopted the same plan with a
walking survey of Antechamber
Bay and (so called ) Mt. Thisby
(which one person was reluctant to
do, claiming that at 10 am it was
too early for any physical activity) .
The afternoon was spent at
Peneshaw in the pub, the
historical museum, the local
cemetery and in the Park eating
and sleeping.

By Thursday the weather
had turned bloody hot, and as nice
as daily swims in the ocean are, 'we

;~'
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Katrina Stankowski

The next day we packed up
all our gear (except the toilet
paper) and headed back to
Peneshaw to catch the 10 am
ferry. Another disappointingly
smooth trip!
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Our nights were
spent drinking , looking for
shooting stars, listening to music
and talking , all accompanied by
more drinking; and at least one
person (Nick again!) didn't want to
get up in the mornings and had to
be dragged out of their tent (bed
and all) by Mark.

ARCHA EOLOGY
EXHIBITION IN THE
UNION GALLERY.
For four weeks from August to
September last year, the Union Gallery
ran an Archaeology exhibition open to
the public and visiting high school
students. This exhibition (the brain
child of ·w endy Lacoon and Mark
Staniforth, with help from the
Archaeology Society) consisted of
visual displays in the Gallery, an
interactive computer program and an
excavation site set up in the Plaza
where visiting school students could
learn first hand what it is like to
excavate . The exhibition itself was set
up by the Museum Studies class,
while the dig site was organised,
designed and built by Tim Anson with
help from Archaeology students .
Students
visited
the
exhibition twice a day, spending half
their time in the gallery and half at the
dig site . Both sites were run by
dedicated volunteers who simply
couldn't run fast enough, scream loud
enough or make up an air tight excuse

.,
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when shanghaied by the volunteer
coordinator. Many thanks must go to
all those who volunteered, with special
thanks to those who volunteered over
seven or eight times, especially Susan
Piddock and Peter Anson. Special
thanks must also go to Jody Steele
who was unintentionally landed with
the task of supervising all four high
school groups in the gallery on the last
Friday when the volunteer roster
collapsed and the coordinator had fled
to another state to escape it all.
Feedback from the teachers,
students and general public was very
favourable and another bigger and
better exhibition is planned for this
year.
Katrina Stankowski

AAA

Coongie Lakes region of Lake Eyre,
while Phil presented an extremely cutdown version of his Honours project
on the role - of lithics at the
Onkaparinga River. How he managed
to cut his presentation down from two
solid hours to exactly fifteen minutes I
will never know.
There was a notable lack of
controversy at the conference, unlike
previous years and particularly in
contrast to last year's Jimnium debate.
However, the introduction of papers
on topics such as DNA dating of
human and megafauna remains, and
the use and applications of GIS
computer systems did provide much
new information for the gathered
archaeologists.
Next year's
conference will be held by a collective
of
the
Sydney
Universities
somewhere in N.S.W., and I urge all to
consider attending.
Chris Langeluddecke.

Conference
1997
The
Australian
Archaeology
Association annual conference was
held at Boambee Bay Resort, just
south of Coffs Harbour, N.S.W.
Hosted by the University of New
England, it took place over three days
in December. Forty-six papers were
presented over the course of the
three days, along with a number of
posters, and believe me, this is a
massive amount of information to
attempt to absorb. The conference
was not strewn with Flinders students,
only a few attended, Stewart Gregory,
Phill Czerwinsky, Heather Builth, and
Chris Langeluddecke. The subjects
covered ranged from the archaeology
of fire features, to Papua New Guinean
Archaeology, to DNA analysis of
bones, to Rock Art, and many more.
The unofficial focus of the conference
was the Western area of New South
Wales, and the majority of the
seminars seemed to be presented by
Uni of New England students and staff
who have worked in the area.
Only two papers were presented by
South Australians, one by Keith
McConnochie from the Uni of South
Australia, and Flinders' very own Phil
Czerwinski. Keith McConnochie's
paper concerned his work in the

Thinking
about
Archaeology?

The Archaeology Society wants
to hear fro'!' you!
®Stories

~
~ Experiences

Landscape
and Identity
Acrvlics and Oil<; on Canvass and
'
sculptures (clay & wooden)
"One thing leads to
another (this artist is
still alive)"
by Rhys Roberts

-;;<Y
Exhibition starting from
March 4 and running over 3
Weeks

Union Exhibition
Gallery
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~
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~Gossip
And where you think y_ou are
heading with Archaeology
E-mail the dig it crew on
digt.it@mailexcite.com
or deposit your thoughts on
paper in the Archaeology
Society basket in the Cultural
Studies Office
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Julie, Nugget, Tim and Nick in the Tavern

Slaughterhouse
or Mixing pot?
Cuddie Springs
Archaeological Dig
Site:
Australia's Best
evidence of
HumanMegafauna/
interaction?
(a Palaeontologist's journey into the
world of real work)

Cuddie Springs archaeological
site is located about 200 km
north-west of Dubbo, NSW. The
site was first excavated in the
1930's as a palaentological site,
with its archaeological significance
only being confirmed last decade.
From the 11th to the 19th of
September, Flinders Uni arch and
paleo students Simone Dalgarins,
Briony
Jarmyn,
Chris
Langeluddecke,
Katrina
Stankowski, and myself set our
palaeoarchaeological differences
aside and ventured into the
exiting world of Cuddie Springs.
Nights were spent chatting under
the verandah of Marungel
homestead, after a satisfying
home cooked meal. Days were
spent digging, data logging,
floatation sampling and wet
sieving material from the main pit.

Temperatures were warm, but not
hot, and the 6 am starts allowed
us to appreciate the cool of the
outback mornings.
Digging in the 15 metre square
main pit was difficult, and sore
muscles and bleached hands
were the pains of our labour in the
limey clay substrate: the soil was
rock hard until wetted down and
allowed to soak for a few hours.
The sedimentary formation of the
deposit very nondescript, with a
concentration bedding of fine,
grey, angular silt throughout the
deposit. The top of the tool
bearing layer was marked by a
deflation pavement: a thin layer of
high stone and tool concentration
caused by the accumulation of
stones and tools in a sandy matrix
over time, followed by removal of
the sand matrix to leave a horizon
consisting of stones , tools and
little else. The tool bearing layer
below extends down for over a
metre, into a zone where tool and
megafauna! remains co-exist in
situ.
Archaeological data logging adds
whole new meaning to the word
meticulous. Every tool, every
bone, every fragment and every
stone was logged using an
electronic distance measuring
device, or EDM, which recorded
the exact co-ordinates of every
large item removed from the pit in
three dimensions. Smaller items
were recovered using wet
sieving, and plant material was
recovered using flotation

sampling.
The layer in which we were
digging was directly below the
deflation pavement. Stones of
varying size and composition
were found - predominantly
cobble sized , sub-rounded
chunks of mineralised siltstone,
as well as pebble sized balls of
manganese. There were also
many bone shards, predominantly
of macropod origin , where
identifiable, some of which were
mineralised, and thus black,
others
of
which
were
unmineralised. Stone tools were,
according
to
Chris
Langeluddecke, abundant and
exiting . Personal observation
confirmed their abundance.
Flakes, cores a_nd grindstones
were found by the dozen. Bones
were far from abundant in the
layer, with a strong bias towards
macropod bones amongst the
few bones found. Bones were
generally mineralised , although
some bones showed no
mineralisation at all. Although a
detailed study of the bones was
not constructed , careful
observation of the bones
exposed during wet sieving
confirmed the presence of
Macropus giganteus (Eastern
Grey Kangaroo), Sminthopsis spp
(Dunn art),
A n t e c h in us
spp .(Marsupial Mouse), small
reptiles, small birds, lsoodon spp.
(Bandicoot), Bettongia spp. (RatKangaroo) and yes, I'm pleased to
say, unmistakably, Zygomaturas
spp., just a few centimetres
below the deflation pavement.
Boss spp. (Moo cow) long bones
were recovered from just above
the deflation pavement.
Apart from the sense of deep
spiritual satisfaction invoked by
digging, we were also rewarded
with evenings of discussion with
some of the leaders in Australian
archaeology - Mike Smith and
Richard Fullagar were only too
happy to answer our many
questions
regarding
the
significance of the site and the
information that can be obtained
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using archaeological techniques,
and entertained us all with
thought provoking and inspiring
stories about their work and lives.
We were also graced with the
presence of artist Andy
Thompson, who greeted us with
vivid scenes of galloping
Dromornis
and playing
Zygomaturus in stunning colour
or deeply textured shades of grey
at the end of each day. His work
and shy but warm character added
flavour and dimension to the work
that we were doing.
Shortly
before our leaving he presented
us with a sketch of a Dromornis
stirtone, which was given to Paul
"Dromi" Koch as a present upon
our return home.
With seven days of wet sieving
being the optimal basis for a full
palaeo/arch aeo/envi ro/cu It ural
reconstruction of any site, and
that being my experience at
Cuddie Springs, I will here
present a full account of the
nature of the accumulation.
But seriously, I was able to glean
much information and form some
most probable hypotheses
regarding the taphonomy of the
site: the site is located in the
centre of a present day clay pan .
Bones may have been washed
into the deposit over many years,
and would probably have been
transported only a short distance,
when dry and buoyant, since
there is no evidence of current in

working hypothesis is that the site
represents an assemblage of the
• remains of an opportunistic
butchering site of bogged water
hole tethered large grazers by
Aboriginal people in the area.
One might envisage the locals of
the time overwhelming the tired
and hungry animals , including
megafauna, and making off with
huge rewards of flesh, to be
enjoyed later around family or
community hearths atop a hot
cake made from seed milled using
the grindstones that have been
turned up at the site, sided with a
yam and green leaf salad and
the sediment or
transport garnished with native herbs.
damage on the bones, and Although this exiting hypothesis
sediment size and the calcium may not be the most probable
richness of the substrate (there is strong and multiple
indicates a low energy of the evidence of possible deep mixing
depositional environment. Mixing due to trampling), it is an exiting
of the surface bones to one metre prospect that there may be good
in the area demonstrates that the evidence for human - megafauna!
effects of trampling and reworking interaction just waiting to be
may have been quite severe. The turned up at Cuddie Springs.
tools found in the deposit were
probably not transported due to The excavation of the site will
their high density and the low continue next year. Probing into
energy of the depositional deeper layers will present exiting
environment. The fragmented prospects for new discoveries
state of many bones indicated that will extend our understanding
that there may have been high of the prehistory of the great
energy forces at work on the southern land - its unique
bones once deposited - this ecology, its strange beasts and its
could be attributed to trampling or mindbogglingly
rich
and
to bone breakage by large soberingly ancient culture.
reptilian, crGcodilian or mammalian
(including that dubious primate
spp Homo) predators, which may David Bartholomeusz.
have hunted prey in the area, or
opportunistically overwhelmed (in the defence of Furby's theory,
them in the clay pan . There is cobble choppers have been
possibly a bias in the assemblage found at the Cuddie Springs site
DNA testing suggests
towards large herbivores - M. which
contain traces of Diprotodon
giganteus was very common,
which may indicate that the site blood.)
does not represent a natural
attrition assemblage, but the
sample size available to me was far
too small to enable me to make
anything like a useful guess in this
vein - a predator accumulation, a
bogging site, a wash in or a water
hole tethering and trampling
mishmash might all be possible
descriptions of the assemblage.
Judi th Fruby's
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Staff Profile: Claire Smith
Four hours live
coverage a day was
broadcast
internationally by
Batchelor College, the
Top End Aboriginal
Bush Broadcasting
Associatioin (TEABBA)
and the the National
Indigenous Media
Association
of
Australia (NIMAA).
Claire teaches the
second year topic
Claire's primary research
Australian
interests
are
Archaeology A (ARCH
ethnoarchaeology and the
2001), which focuses
archaeology of art. She
on
Indigenous
has
on-going
Australian
ethno archaeological
archaeology, as well as
fieldwork projects in the
the third year topics
Barunga
region
of
The Archaeology of
southern Arnhem Land,
Art (ARCH 3001) and
Australia; in Bihar State,
Power, Ethnicity and
India; and in Kalimantan,
Gender
in
Indonesia. Her major
Archaeology (ARCH
research project at the
3007). Also, she is the
Claire with her son
moment is a cross-cultural
co-ordinator of the
Archaeology Honours and Postgraduate
study of indigenous body art, which involves
programmes.
identifying any common factors which
influence a single art
across cultures as well as
Claire is Senior Editor of
the range of possible
Australian Archaeology,
the journal of the
·
influences on this art
Australian
form.
Claire is also
researching the social
Archaeological
Association. She is also
factors which influence
the
junior
the
occurrence
of
geometric and figurative
representative on the
art
in
indigenous
Executive of the World
societies.
Archaeological Congress
for Southeastern Asia
With the assistance of
and the Pacific as well as
Editor of WAC News, the
Heather Burke of UNE,
Claire convened the 1997
newsletter of the World
Fulbright symposium
Archaeological
'Indigenous Cultures in an
Congress.
Interconnected World'.
This was held in Darwin
Claire's life outside of
archaeology is shared
and was innovative in that
it integrated cultural
by her husband, Gary
performances
and
jackson, and their 8workshops with panel
year-old son, Jimmy.
discussions.
Her life ambitions
~:- (,:·t~....-.f :.;.··-;;,(.... :.•"-"''
include acquiring two
Claire Smith joined the
staff at Flinders University
at the beginning of 1998.
She is delighted to be here
and to be learning how to
be a teacher. Prior to
coming to Flinders Claire
was an ARc post-doctoral
research fellow at the
University
of
New
England. She obtained her
PhD from UNE in 1996.

.

Puia Ingram demonstraJing PNG basketmaking
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Dalmatians, which she will name either
Spot and Dot or jot and Blot. Iri addition,
she aspires to learning to speak Italian and/
or Indonesian and to playing the flute. In
the meantime, she watches SBS* television
and listens to the radio.

ARCH 3007
Power, Ethnicity and Gender
in Archaeology
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Claire Smith (Archaeology)
(Ph: 8201 2336)
Semester 2, 1998

ARCH 3007
Power, Ethnicity and
Gender in Archaeology
This
topic
will
consider
how
power, ethnicity and gender are
negotiated in· archaeology.
It will
analyse
aspects
of
indigenous ,
historic and contemporary material
culture.
Particular attention will
be given to the ways in which
material culture can be used to
sustain or subvert power, ethic and
gender relations.
Issues

covered

include:

1. Power.
Ethnicity.
Gender.
What are the links between these
three?

2. What is power? How do people
obtain power?
Some of the main
forms of power.

I ban man, Kalimantan 1997

3. Does race exist? Does
ethnicity?
What is the difference
between race and ethnicity?

Claire is also teaching ARCH 3007
Power, Ethnicity and Gender in Archaeology
Claire can be found in the Archaeology Offices
Phone: R20 I 2336
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4.
What is the difference between
sex and gender?
How is gender
constructed in different societies?

•
Down the salt m ines or Adelaide In
Sound-of-Music Land
Here's a conundrum- 'What have Julie
Andrews, the composer of the world's most
famous Christmas carol, and South
Australia's one and only Professor of
Archaeology got in common?' The answer
is that they have all at one time or another
lived and worked close to the mountain-top
hamlet of Durrnberg-bei-Hallein.
Here, only some 20 km. south of the
cathedral city of Salzburg, famous for its
international music festivals and chocolate
Mozartkugeln is the site of one of the world's
oldest salt mines complex in continuous use
since the end of the second millennium BC.
Below the little church and an ever-popular
sanatorium, an all-weather road and a ski-lift
connects the mountain meadows with the
town of Hallein where the old
salt-workers' Guildhall now
houses the Keltenmuseum.
Nearby lived Franz Xavier
Gruber (1787-1863), organist
and choinnaster of the parish
church of Hallein and
composer of 'Heilige Nacht,
Stille Nacht'.
Here the
foothills of the Alps borders
the valley of the Salzach
River which flows north to
Salzburg, site of a hill-top Iron
Age fortress long before its
more recent fame. The river
formed the main trade route
both north and south to the
Alpine passes into Italy from
the early Iron Age until the
Middle Ages. Less than 50
km. east is the spectacularly
sited Hallstatt lake which in
turn gets its name from the
most famous of all prehistoric
European mining sites.

Photo taken from Celtic Art, R & V Megaw 1989,36
The Durrnberg itself was occupied without
apparent interruption from c.600
BC until Roman times . It is one
of the rare Iron Age sites where
not only settlements but
cemeteries and evidence of
manufacturing processes have
been revealed. As long ago as
AD 1573 prehistoric corpses
preserved by the salt were
found in the old mine shafts.
Despite some archaeological
work in the 1920s and '30s
during which a chariot burial and
a superb bronze spouted flagon
were recovered, it was only after
World War II that the pace of
excavation increased, notably
during 1978-82 when the
construction of a new road
linking Hallein with the German
border resulted in a series of
rescue excavations. It was in
this period that a joint FlindersUniversity of Leicester team
lead by Vincent Megaw staked
the
first
Australian
archaeological claim on
Austrian soil. (Yes, one has to
be careful not to get the
countries confused; there is a
tee-shirt which one sees in
tourist shops in the Salzburg
region which states simply

Indeed all these place names
with prefixes such as 'Hall-'
or 'Salz-' are indications of
the raw material which was
for so long to give the region
its wealth. (Stand up any
Flinders Archaeology student
who didn't remember that!)

'THERE ARE NO KANGAROOS IN

The Durmberg Flagon
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AusTRIA'.)

There is certainly no doubt that the Durrnberg is one of the
richest sites for the discovery of what - at least in some
parts of the English-speaking world - is still called 'early
Celtic art'. This is not so much in terms of ornaments in
precious metals such as have been found in the Middle
Rhine region, but in the sheer range and quantity of fine
artefacts in bronze, iron , pottery- and wood. To date over
300 graves have been excavated, mostly spanning the late
Hallstatt and early La Tene phases (c.600 BC - 200 BC),
together with settlements and evidence of on-site workshop
activities. It is clear that the Iron Age mining population of
the Durrnberg were totally self-sufficient and, like the modern
descendants, divided their time between the mines, tending
their cattle and sheep and working their small farming plots.
For the next three (European) summers thanks to a Large
Grant from the Australian Grants Council, Vincent Megaw,
with a small group of staff and students from the School of
Cultural Studies will be in Austria excavating on the
DOrrnberg together with a team lead by Drs Thomas Stollner
and Claus Dobiat of the Vorgeschichtliches Seminar of the
Philipps University in Marburg. The University of Leicester

(now a formal exchange partner of Flinders) will also be
represented. While for a number of years the German team
has been working in the ancient mine workings - and
making spectacular finds of wood , textiles, and leatherthe Leicester group will be under Dr Graham Morgan , a
specialist in wood conservation and, together with the
Flinders team, excavating in an area never before examined
- the 'Mundlocher' ('hole mouths') or those parts of the
mines which are just at the entrance to the prehistoric
workings. From what is already known of Iron Age mining
techniques, this should reveal a mass of material including
wooden objects and frames associated with the process of
preparing the salt for transportation. But, as always in
archaeology, Vincent Megaw was recently quoted as saying:
'We won't know precisely what there is until we find it' . Now
there's a good post-modernist conclusion for you !

The moun roin-top hamlet ofDurrnherf!,-hei-Ha llein
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Vincent Megaw

Un~toppable

Dave the Catnagemonget

In Conjunction with Sir David Attenborough and the Godt.a ther
presents

U SklrntiHII lWur GUIOCH ltrtttlll«!flttll

Directed by my faithful band of mongoose assassins

(5field o/c58ones
olru[ ~ll~M~l[ [~\:O~~l[~o
CWhat: A full day of insane paintflinging in the great outdoors.
A chance to peg your buddies in the butt
with a screaming ball of vegetable dye.
~y: Does an ything I do make sense in the big picture?

~ere: Skirmish War Games painttield. Deep Creek Consen·ation Park. lh from
Adelaide (maps supplied)
~en : Sunday :?.9nd March, 1998. meeting at lOam at Darlington Macdonald's. Slh Rd.
~o: Anyone with a nose for fun . Invite your fri ends, relati ves, pets, spiritual advisersthe more the merrier (however, management resen·es the right to refuse entry to moose,
elk, eland and any other large herbivore, as deemed appropriate).

underrated
undergraduate?

6'ost: $35-50 depending on how crazy you go with paint Price includes weapons,
protecti ve and camouflage gear, a heany lunch and caffeine rich drinks.
~at to bring: Strong shoes. sunbl ock. hat The use of gloves. groinguards and
performance enhancing drugs is encouraged.

6'ontact: Sockbo y o n W: 820 12630. H: 83582324. E: bartOI! O@ Ilinders.edu.au for
detail s.

Then there's experience in
the field waiting for you

Cherrie De Leiuen is leading a team to
Flinders Island {Eyre Peninsula) for 4
days of intensive fieldwork. If you're out
to excell yourself and have some fieldwork experience (preferred though not
essential) contact Cherrie on 8342 0239
for this once in a lifetime experience
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"I see your little, petrified skull ... labeled and
resting on a shelf somewhere."

~ 1997:
~

The Year in Review
~lat•eh

27th:

Archaeology Society AGM

Ap..il
6th:
Welcome BBQ
15 - 26th: Kangaroo Island dig, Assisted
funding
~Ia,.,.

•·

15th:

First Issue of Dig It published

June
13th:

Archaeology society BBQ by the lake

July

7 - 14th:
20th:

Annual Archaeology Society Field
trip to the Coorong
Post Coorong BBQ

August
2nd:

Members attended Heritage Working
Group to Discuss proposed changes to
the South Australian
Aboriginal Heritage Act
Second issue of Dig It published
Opening of the inaugural Flinders
Uni Union Inc. & FU Archaeology
Society Gallery Exhibition

Septembet•
Annual Archaeology Society Dinner
Rock Art and Archaeology Field trip
to the Flinders Ranges

13 - 20th: Arch. Soc. members involved in
Cuddie Springs excavation

Oetobe..
12th:

First annual "Diggers Plate" cricket
match between the Arch. Soc. and
Palaeontology Soc.

N o'7eJJtbet•
Band Night
Eyre Peninsula Whaling Station
Survey as part of AWSANZ project
Survey of Kangaroo Is. whaling
stations
~~~e••••~•·
Members attended AAA Conference
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The Australian Institute for Maritime Archaeology (AlMA)
and the
Nautical Archaeology Society (NAS) - UK
I wish to secure a place in the A.IMA/NAS Pan I course- 11rfaritime Archaeolog-'
on 14 and 15 March 1998

AIMA/NAS Part 1 course

Maritime Archaeology

Attached is my deposit cheque for $50 (the balance of the spec ial introducwr;.
price of $1'20 will be due on commencing the course 1.

I cannot attend the All\!IA/NAS Pan I course on Maritime Archaeology at this
time but I would be interested in hearing about future courses. The
times/days/months which would suit me best are :

My contact details are:
Name _________________________________________________

Address:___________________________________________
N

N

State

Special Introductory price of $120
a two day practically oriented course on Maritime Archaeology for divers and members of
the public which offers nationally (AlMA) and internationally (NAS) recognised
ceniftcation. Learn about shipwreck survey, photography and legislation from quahfied
and experienced maritime archaeologists.

Saturday and Sunday
9 am to 5.30 pm

Phone

Post code

___) _____________________
(___ ) ____________________
(

___) ________________

(

{wo rk)
{home)
(mob ile/pager)

Email
Comments

14 and 15 March 1998
in the Department of Environment, Heritage and Aboriginal Affairs
Laboratory in Gate 2, off Transport Avenue, Netley.
Lecturers
1Hark Staniforrh
Flinders Universir\'

Bill Jeffery
State Heritage Brunch

Terry Amott
State He;itage Branch

For more informati on or to book your place on the ALv!Af:\iAS Pan I course - ,V/aritime
Archaeology please complete the attached sheet or call Mark Stanifonh on 8373 3'267 and
leave a message.

Post to:

AIMA/NAS Part l course
c/o 57 Main Street
EASTWOOD SA 5063

West coast Whaling Sites Survey
Eyre Peninsula 7th -14th November 1997
0

ver the course of a week Mark
Staniforth and Tim Anson led Archaeology
students
Cherrie
Deleiuen,
Nathan
Richards and Jody Steele to the majestic
landscapes that make up the wes tern
coastline of Eyre Peninsula.
Aiming to survey the area for
the
remains
of
nineteenth
century
whaling stations as part of the AWSANZ
project (the Archaeology of Whaling in
Southern Australia and New Zealand).
Our journey took us across scenic
landscapes, from sites at Spalding Cove
and Sleaford Bay , close to Port Lincoln
to remains located at Point Collinson
and Point DeMole, roughly between Smokey
Bay
and
Ceduna.
At
all
sites
archaeological remains were found, and
in at least two cases definite evidence
of whaling operations were discovered.
Another aim of our expedition was to
calculate the probable risks to sites
through erosion and other deteriorating
factors.
This was done by comparing
the visible remains with those recorded
by a past survey team from Flinders in
April of the same year (four out of
five members of the team having been
on both surveys). The outcome of this
was that while structural remains at
some c of the Port Lincoln sites were
showing signs of deterioration (even
within a short seven month period) the
more
westerly
locations,
closer
to
Ceduna
remained
more
intact
and
relatively
unaffected.
The survey team was unhampered
by
the
weather,
despite
its
temperamental nature,
storm clouds
manifesting
suddenly
with
torrential
rains, to suddenly dissipate and give
way
to sunshine and clear blue skies.
But what made the survey fun was the
good company, awe-insp~r~ng sunsets,
cheap wine that tasted divine and food
that can only be described as a pure
gastronomic
delight!
All
in
all
the
survey exceeded all expectations and
we returned home with a comprehensive
and detailed archive of what were once
the major whaling sites in the western
reaches of South Australia.
Nathan Richards
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Exclusive Offer
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Shirt

As seen on Archaeological trips
Unlock the treasure within with an original 'NUGGET' Shirt

POWWOW

Arcliaeology soctety
general meeting:
Monday March 9, 12 noon
Clubs and Societies Meeting Room 1
l/az1e your say in archaeology socief:v electtmzs;
A new structure for the Archaeology Society Committee will also be on
the agenda before the Committee electwns.
The new proposed Committee structure to be voted on, can be surmised
as follows;
The President
Spokesperson for the Society
Chair at Meetings
To organise Society Activities
Mid-year Camp
Cricket match
Student seminars! society projects
Takes minutes of meetings
Maintains membership details
Internal public relations
Maintains receipts
Approves cheques
Applies for funding
Public Relations/Dig It Editor
Maintains E-mail & Website
Produces Newsletters
Produces fliers & information for external
organisations/persons
PR/Dig It Assistdnt
Assists main Editor
Will be candidate for Editor in the
following year
Does not have Committee voting powers
Clubs & Societies Delegate
Provides all neccessary information to
Clubs & Societies
Represents Archaeology Society at Clubs &
Societies Meetings
The President and Vice Presidents must all be nominated as Presidental
candidates and seconded by a member at the AGM. A minimum of
three candidates for President will be required. The candidate with the
highest vote will be awarded the position of President, with the second
and third highest voted candidates filling the role of the Vice Presidents.
An additional Committee position to be established for Public Relatwnsl Editor of Dig it.

vour Sodetv, have vour sav on the dav

